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PROBLEM
First, the examination conducted in the

organization was completely paper based.

There was wastage of papers at huge

amount.

At time of registration the data fed was

manually this resulted in less data accuracy. 

Due to offline data registration there was

high rate of data leakage and the

organization was facing problems in

manually checking the papers conducted by

the academy. 

It was very time consuming and they were

facing difficulty in conducting the exam. 

There were errors in manual checking as

there were mistakes in calculating the total

marks sometimes this affected the result of

the particular student.        

There was no transparency in the manual

checking process.



WE OFFERED
NOT JUST OUR TIME

We provided OMR sheets

as the solution. This

saved their money and

the paper wastage got

decreased. Data accuracy

and  data confidentiality

also got increased.

OMR SHEETS

We gave software to the

organization to evaluate the

OMR marksheets. By using

the OSCAN,it automates the

process of  scanning of

answers sheets and result

generation

OSCAN

Transparency increased as

every OMR sheet has a

unique bar code and the

result is generated

through that bar code. 

RESULT & ANALYTICS



IMPACT

When they started using OMR sheets

it decreased the paper wastage. By

using the OSCAN software manual

efforts was decreased and thousands

of OMR sheets were processed and

scanned in no time with minimal

man power. 

LESS MANPOWER CONSUMPTION

No manual checking therefore this

resulted in less data manipulation

and resulted in 100% accuracy of

the result.

AUTOMATED RESULT
GENERATION

There was transparency in complete

result generation. Name of the

student is not displayed at time of

result calculation, hence the result of

the student cannot be manipulated. 

INCREASED TRANSPARENCY



RESULT

The institution was very satisfied with our
products; it helped the institution in improvising
there offline examination process. It also saved
there money and time . They were impressed by
our software and technical support throughout the
offline examination process, that they still continue
to be associated with our company...



THANK YOU!


